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A bit about MTA 102 YEARSMotor Trade Association, made up of  3675 or so businesses that service, fuel and supply vehicles (or as we like to say-FUEL, FIX and FLOG). MISSION TO SUPPORT THE MOTOR TRADELV REPAIR INCL COLLISION- 2300 –In terms of heavy vehicle repair, we have about 125 members working in this space.Our members also inspect  a significant number of the four million vehicles that make up the New Zealand fleet as part of NZ period inspection regime (WOF and COF).  When I was asked to participate in this panel to discuss technology issues affecting the HV repair sector (2-5 years) I made an assumption that the issues would be in the area of keeping up to date with vehicle technology –THIS ASSUMPTION WAS WRONG!MTA ADVISORY GROUPSTWO TOPICS- I thought I’d use this opportunity to raise these particular issues with this group to see if it will stimulate some discussion on how to solve the problem? NO ANSWERS OR DEFINITIVE SOLUTIONS
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My assumption was based on an awareness of the age profile of the fleet – issues similar to LV repairLooking at the HV fleet profile you can see we still have some fairly old units (approx. 20 years) and we are also seeing a lot of new gear that comes with more and more technology?I assumed that give the range of ages of vehicles that covering servicing issues across very old and very new would be presenting a problem- THIS WAS NOT THE CASEThere were two aspects to these people issues;Attracting and retaining QUALIFIED / EXPERIENCED staff and-One area of the country where getting access to specialist certifiers to certify HV modifications is causing major issues.
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Deeper diveAs I dug deeper into these people issues I thought the problem might be that industry weren’t paying staff enough but from the last member survey I found that while pay rates weren’t low, they weren’t high either!Most members have plans in place to access the necessary information and upskilling staff either through direct support from the manufacturer through some sort of franchise arrangement or access to online information (OUR AUTO –TECH TRUCK $120/month sub no takers).LV 100’S SUBSQUAL VS UNQUALFor a qualified diesel mechanic the average hourly rate has fallen $1.76 /hour compared to 2017 yet the average rate for an unqualified mechanic has risen slightly by nearly $1/hour!To be able to pay higher wages businesses need to charge out at rates that cover wages as well as other overheads so I looked closer at survey responses in this area and found that average charge out rates in 2018 were $81 hour which as a rule of thumb seems to be in the right area perhaps a little light if using the 3 x wage rate factor?CHARGE OUT RATES AND OVERHEADSLooking at our past surveys it does appear that charge out rates are being effectively passed on to customers but between 2011-2015 we saw the average wage rate increased by $4.21 but the charge out rate only increased by $3.67- a bit of ground to catch up on?So, all the normal factors seemed to be in order so why can’t HV repairers attract and retain staff?PERCEPTION-UNATTRACTIVEMembers tell us they can’t seem to attract younger people into the industry, young people don’t want to wear overalls, climb over HV’s, work in cold damp workshops and get their hands dirty!Schools still promote the trades (including) automotive industry as a last resort choice for students who can’t make it academically!That’s only part of the problem!Industry training federation revealed that in 2016 the government spent $1.92 billion on universities to provide facilities, training and staff to support 146,000 domestic university students. In comparison industry training received $171 million to support 147,000  trainees and apprentices.Industry training delivered 306 people for every $1m invested as compared to universities 19.What MTA are doingPartnered with ATNZ in the Auckland and Waikato regions to support the adoption of motor trade apprentices into the industry. This scheme places apprentices within a business with the apprentice being paid by ATNZ so the business only has to pay an hourly rate to ATNZ (like a temping agency). This structure lowers the risk on a business by allowing the business to ‘try before they buy’.But even this is not seeing the numbers of new recruits going into the sector!ChallengeHow do we change the image of the heavy vehicle engineering sector to attract fresh talent?
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Lastly- another problemI’d just like to share with this group, some feedback we are hearing from our membersWith the disruption resulting from the ongoing review into the role of the transport regulator, our members are telling us they are getting caught up in the fallout from this.It’s great to have representative here from NZTA and it s pleasing to see the progress they have made already in addressing some of the issues but there’s a way to go yet and I’m sure  there’s lot in the room today who can offer assistance?MTA MEMBERS-END TO ENDIn the Auckland area in particular, it appears freelance HVSCE’s are very SCARCE as a result of revocations and retirements and this is causing backlogs in vehicle repairs and modifications requiring certification. Our members mostly provide and end to end service and will engage a certifier directly on behalf of their client.Certifiers who are still operating are having to pick up the workload left by others and some certifiers are nervous about their work being scrutinised by the regulator so are taking extra time to complete certifications. WORKLOADMembers tell us that getting certifiers to come out and do fairly simple certification assessments such as chassis rust to get a vehicle through CoF is getting more and more difficult. The issue seems to be that these LT400’s are being counted in a risk profiling process and  creating an artificially high risk rating when it shouldn’t?Certifiers are finding it difficult to get responses to technical enquiries with NZTA, in some cases no response is forthcoming. This leads to delays with customers vehicles not being certified AND ONLY OPENS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR LOCAL ‘INTERPRETATION’ ON WHAT IS REQUIRED!While over time the issues relating to regulatory compliance will be sorted out, in the meantime this is causing issues with members meeting expectations of their clients.ChallengeHow does industry help the regulator create a system that is fit for purpose?How does NZTA encourage / attract more freelance certifiers into the industry?
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